Abstract. We present a single identity for the variety of all lattices that is much simpler than those previously known. We also show that the variety of weakly associative lattices is one-based, and we present a generalized one-based theorem for subvarieties of weakly associative lattices that can be de ned with absorption laws. The automated theorem-proving program Otter was used in a substantial way to obtain the results.
Introduction
Equational identities are, perhaps, the simplest form of sentences expressing many basic properties of algebras. Several familiar classes of algebras like semigroups, groups, rings, lattices and Boolean algebras are de ned by equational identities. Such a class of algebras is known as an equational An equational theory T is said to be nitely based if it can be de ned by a nite set of identities. If an equational theory T is nitely based, we may wish to determine the least number of equations needed to de ne the theory T, in particular to determine whether T is one-based. It is known that every nitely based variety of lattices is 2-based and it is one-based i it is either the variety of all lattices or else the trivial variety of one-element lattices de ned by x = y (Cf. 7] and 8]). This paper has two parts. First, we improve several results on the variety of all lattices, in particular, simplifying McKenzie's absorption basis for lattice theory, presenting a reduction schema containing two unary functions for single identities, and nding a single identity for lattice theory much shorter than those previously reported. Second, and more signi cantly, we show that the theory of weakly associative lattices is one-based and that every subvariety of weakly associative lattices that is de nable with absorption laws is one-based.
The automated theorem-proving program Otter 6] was used in a substantial way to obtain the results in this paper, and we present some of the proofs found by Otter. Because the practical use of automated theorem proving is new and not widely known, we also try give some indications of how it was used. In many cases, our goal was to nd identities that have certain properties as well as to prove properties of identities; in some of those cases, we used Otter to generate a large set of candidates and ran Otter searches with members or subsets of the candidates. We stress that Otter was not used as a proof checker; rather, it searched for proofs, and we think of those proofs as Otter's.
Single Identities for Lattice Theory
An absorption equality has a variable as one size of the equality symbol and a term with at least one other variable as the other side. Most \nice" varieties satisfy absorption laws, for example, x ? (x ? y) = y; in abelian groups and rings x^(x _ y) = x; in lattices:
By way of contrast, the variety of all semigroups does not satisfy any absorption law.
If a lattice variety is one based, it must be de nable by a single absorption law, and as a prelude, we must have a basis consisting entirely of absorption identities. The simplest previously known absorptive basis for lattice theory (in terms of^and _) was Ralph McKenzie's 7], consisting of the four identities y _ (x^(y^z)) = y; (1) y^(x _ (y _ z)) = y; (2) ((x^y) _ (y^z)) _ y = y; (3) ((x _ y)^(y _ z))^y = y: (4) McKenzie rst constructed a single identity, containing 34 variables, for lattice theory 7]; then G. Gr atzer asked for a short identity de ning lattices 2]. Padmanabhan's reduction schema 9], along with McKenzie's absorption basis above yields a single identity with just seven variables; however, written without abbreviation, it has length 355 (where length is the count of symbols, including variables, \^", \_", and \=", but not parentheses).
A Simpler Absorption Basis for Lattice Theory
The program MACE 5] , which searches for models and counterexamples, was used to show that McKenzie's absorption basis (1){(4) is independent.
The automated theorem-proving program Otter 6] was then used to examine variants of (1){(4) in which terms are commuted. After many Otter searches, it was discovered that the pair (1) and (4) can be replaced with the following variant of (4): (((y _ x)^(y _ z))^y) = y: (5) Theorem 1 The set of identities f(2), (3) , (5) We list here an equational proof found by Otter, starting with f(2), (3) , (5)g and deriving f(1), (4) g. The justi cation \m ! n" indicates paramodulation from m into n, that is, equality substitution, using (an instance of) m, into a subterm of (an instance of) n; \:i, j, : : :" indicates simpli cation with i; j; : : :; and \ ip" indicates that the equation is reversed so that the more complex side is on the left. Proof (found by Otter 3.0.3d on gyro at 3.33 seconds). Line 106 is (4), and line 677 is (1).
A New Reduction Schema
Padmanabhan's reduction schema in 9] is p(p(x; y; y); u; p(p(x; y; y); f(y); z)) = y: (6) where p is a majority polynomial. This is equivalent to the set fp(y; y; x) = y; p(y; x; y) = y; p(x; y; y) = y; f(y) = yg:
(7) (To build a single identity for a theory satisfying a majority polynomial and axiomatized with an absorption basis, say of size n, one can apply the lemma in 9] n ? 1 times, then plug the result into the reduction schema.) Lemma 1 The identity p(p(x; y; y); p(x; p(y; z; f(y)); g(y)); u) = y (8) is equivalent to the set fp(y; y; x) = y; p(y; x; y) = y; p(x; y; y) = y; f(y) = y; g(y) = yg: (9) Proof (found by Otter 3.0.3d on gyro at 0.28 seconds).
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p(p(x; y; y); p(x; p(y; z; f(y)); g(y)); u) = y (8)] 5 p(p(x; p(y; z; z); p(y; z; z)); p(x; z; g(p(y; z; z))); u) = p(y; z; z) 3 With the new reduction schema, because we have f(y) = y and g(y) = y, we need to apply the lemma of 9] n ? 2 times instead of n ? 1 times, and with the new lattice theory absorption basis of size n = 3, instead of n = 4, we can build a single identity with just one application of the lemma. Using a variant of the majority polynomial used to build the length 355 identity, we can build a single identity of length 139, again with 7 variables, for lattice theory.
A Simpler Single Identity for Lattice Theory
The reduction schema (8) and the majority polynomial p(x; y; z) = (x^z) _ (y^(x _ z)) (10) satisfy the three identities (x^y) _ (x^(x _ y)) = x; (11) (x^x) _ (y^(x _ x)) = x; (12) (x^y) _ (y^(x _ y)) = y:
(13) We can use the fact that these identities are \built-in" to the majority polynomial to simplify construction of a single identity (producing a shorter one). In particular, if an absorption basis for lattice theory contains the above three identities, those three identities need not be used in the construction of a single identity.
Theorem 2 The absorption identities
((x^y) _ (y^z)) _ y = y;
((x _ (y _ z))^(u _ y))^y = y;
union the three built-in identities f(11), (12), (13)g are a basis for the variety of all lattices.
Note that (14) is the same as (3).
Proof (found by Otter 3.0.3d on gyro at 0.82 seconds). (3), (2), and (5), respectively. The pair (14) and (15) was found by automatically searching with many candidate sets for proofs of the preceding type.
With (14) and (15), we need not apply the lemma in 9] to build a single identity. With the reduction schema (8) we can simply plug in (14) and (15) for f(y) and g(y). If the single identity is written in terms of^and _, it has length 79, again with 7 variables. It is
3 Weakly Associative Lattices
Here we prove that the variety of all weakly associative lattices (WAL) is one-based. We then show that every nitely based subvariety of the WAL which are de nable by absorption laws is also one-based.
WAL is One-based
We take as our starting point the following (self-dual) basis for WAL 1]. RP: is that the correct reference for these axioms?]]
Clearly, (W4) follows from (W1) and (W3), and dually, (W4 0 ) follows from (W1 0 ) and (W3 0 ); henceforth we omit (W4,W4 0 ). The ternary polynomial (10) is a majority polynomial for WAL as well as for lattice theory. Therefore, if we can nd an absorption basis for WAL, we can construct a single identity for WAL. Since the \built-in" identities (11){(13) hold for WAL, we can attempt the same sort of construction as for lattice theory in Sec. 2.3. Because (17) and (18) are simply commuted variants of (W3) and (W3 0 ), it is su cient to derive idempotence and commutativity of the two operations.
Proof (found by Otter 3.0.3d on gyro at 2.51 seconds). Theorem 3 The variety all weakly associative lattices is one-based.
Proof Using the reduction schema (8), we can construct a single identity for WAL by plugging in (17) and (18) for f(y) and g(y). The identity, written in terms of^and _ has length 75 and 6 variables: x^(y _ (x _ z)) = x; x _ (y^(x^z)) = x:
